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October 27, 2014  
 
 
Dear Public Official: 
 
As a longtime operator of petroleum pipelines, Sunoco Pipeline L.P. believes it is important to 
communicate with our neighbors in the communities where we operate. Our pipeline network is part of 
the more than two million miles of pipelines across the United States – critical transportation infrastructure 
that is the safest method of transporting the fuel and products we use every day. Our pipeline in or near 
your community, known as Mariner East, will soon begin transporting propane, a liquefied petroleum gas 
(LPG). By mid-2015, the line is scheduled to ship both propane and ethane, also an LPG. Propane is 
commonly used for heating and cooking, and has many other uses, from drying crops to fueling vehicles. 
The propane shortage experienced last winter in the Northeast United States was due, in part, to a 
shortage of available pipelines to get the products to market. 
 
Please review the enclosed safety brochure and share it with your public safety team and others in your 
community. In addition to annually offering pipeline safety information and training to emergency 
responders and excavators, we also regularly share our safety messages with our neighbors that live, 
work, and do business near our pipelines. We do this to ensure they are aware of our pipelines, know 
the activities that are permitted within pipeline easements, how to avoid and recognize a pipeline incident, 
and how to respond in the unlikely event there is a pipeline emergency in the area.  
 
An important resource for all public officials and emergency responders is the National Pipeline Mapping 
System, which identifies the approximate locations of transmission pipelines in the United States. Public 
officials and responders can register at the site, https://www.npms.phmsa.dot.gov to receive access to 
detailed maps of the transmission pipelines in their community. 
 
You can assist us with pipeline safety in your community by ensuring that all projects involving your 
organization that include excavation proceed only after a call has been made to 811 - the local One Call 
Center. A call to 811 will result in notification to Sunoco Pipeline and other underground facility owners 
who will respond to ensure all digging can proceed safely. “Know what’s below. Call before you dig.” A 
representative from Sunoco Pipeline must be present for all excavation that occurs near the pipelines we 
operate. 
 
Please contact me to obtain additional pipeline safety information: kedocherty@sunocologistics.com or 
by our toll-free Public Awareness number: 877-795-7271. Keep in mind that our emergency number 
indicated on the brochure and on pipeline markers is answered 24/7/365 and should be used to report 
any emergencies.   
 
Sincerely,  

 
Kevin Docherty 
Manager – Public Awareness 



 
 

 
 

 
Mariner East pipeline indicated by the red line above 

Non-Emergency: 1-877-795-7271 
Emergency: 1-800-786-7440 
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